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ABSTRACT

Introduction The state-of-the-art 3-step Theory of Suicide (3ST) describes why people consider suicide and who will act on their suicidal thoughts and attempt suicide. The central concepts of 3ST—psychological pain, hopelessness, connectedness, and capacity for suicide—are among the most important drivers of suicidal behaviour but they are missing from clinical suicide risk prediction models in use at the US Veterans Health Administration (VHA). These four concepts are not systematically recorded in structured fields of VHA’s electronic healthcare records. Therefore, this study will develop a domain-specific ontology that will enable automated extraction of these concepts from clinical progress notes using natural language processing (NLP), and test whether NLP-based predictors for these concepts improve accuracy of existing VHA suicide risk prediction models.

Methods and analysis Our mixed-method study has an exploratory sequential design where a qualitative component (aim 1) will inform quantitative analyses (aims 2 and 3). For aim 1, subject matter experts will manually annotate progress notes of clinical encounters with veterans who attempted or died by suicide to develop a domain-specific ontology for the 3ST concepts. During aim 2, we will use NLP to machine-annotate clinical progress notes and derive longitudinal representations for each patient with respect to the presence and intensity of hopelessness, psychological pain, connectedness and capacity for suicide in temporal proximity of suicide attempts and deaths by suicide. These longitudinal representations will be evaluated during aim 3 for their ability to improve existing VHA prediction models of suicide and suicide attempts, STORM (Stratification Tool for Opioid Risk Mitigation) and REACHVET (Recovery Engagement and Coordination for Health - Veterans Enhanced Treatment).

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY

⇒ Our study pairs state-of-the-art natural language processing methods to extract suicide-relevant information from unstructured clinical progress notes with a state-of-the-art theoretical framework—the 3-Step Theory of Suicide—that will guide interpretation of that information regarding who is most likely to act on their suicidal thoughts.

⇒ Using expert-derived annotation schema in combination with machine-generated embedding models will help us to capture diverse language forms that correspond with the concepts of interest—psychological pain, hopelessness, connectedness and capacity for suicide.

⇒ By implementing multiple approaches to quantify the longitudinal nature of the concepts of interest, we will be able to evaluate which approach is most sensitive to change in proximity of a suicide attempt or death by suicide.

⇒ It is unknown if the measures we take to expand annotations for the concepts of interest from selected Veterans Health Administration (VHA) stations will suffice to capture the variation and complexity of clinical language used across all VHA.

⇒ While the results of this study are relevant to 6 million veterans who receive healthcare through the VHA, this study does not reach veterans with thoughts of suicide who receive their healthcare outside the VHA network.

INTRODUCTION

Reducing suicide and suicide attempts among veterans is a priority in the USA, as 17 veterans die by suicide every day and 27 attempt suicide.1–3 Predicting if and especially when a veteran will attempt suicide is among the hardest tasks that clinicians face. Even among patients with many risk factors, most do not attempt suicide or die by suicide.4 Suicide prediction models rely in large part on known risk and protective factors for suicidal behaviour.5 Despite our knowledge of these factors, prediction...
models have done little better than chance in accurately predicting suicide or suicide attempts. The poor performance of suicide prediction models so far suggests that critical drivers of suicidal behaviors described in various theories of suicide, like hopelessness, psychological pain, connectedness and capacity for suicide, are not adequately captured by those models. This includes suicide prediction models currently used in clinical practice at the Veterans Health Administration (VHA). These models are largely based on structured administrative data from the electronic health records (EHR), such as demographics, psychiatric and medical diagnoses, prescribed medication (eg, opioids, antidepressants), health services provided (eg, hospital discharges, emergency room visits, visits for mental health and substance use services), and prior severe adverse events (eg, suicide attempts, accidental overdose).

Building on work by Durkheim, Shneidman and Joiner, the state-of-the-art 3-step Theory of Suicide (3ST) describes why people consider suicide, and it also distinguishes individuals who will and who will not act on their suicidal thoughts and attempt suicide. Empirical studies corroborate the central tenets of 3ST that (1) hopelessness and psychological pain distinguish people with and without suicide ideation, (2) connectedness is protective against suicidal behaviour and (3) capacity for suicide distinguishes people who attempt suicide from people who do not attempt suicide. The main concepts that make up 3ST—hopelessness, psychological pain, connectedness and capacity for suicide—are not systematically recorded in structured fields of the VHA EHR, which may explain why they have not previously been included in VHA’s suicide risk prediction models. The VA/DoD clinical practice guidelines for the assessment and management of suicidal patients does recommend that these concepts be evaluated during suicide risk assessments, and our preliminary research has shown that clinicians do record the results of these assessments in clinical progress notes. Unfortunately, clinical progress notes consist of mostly unstructured free texts and their contents are not easily incorporated in suicide prediction models. Information extraction is an area of computer science that involves the development and evaluation of computational techniques to transform unstructured data into structured information that can be used for predictive analytics. Studies using natural language processing (NLP) and other data science methods have shown that suicide-related information can be automatically identified and extracted from large bodies of unstructured text, like clinical progress notes. However, none of these studies systematically extracted critical drivers of suicidal behaviour that are suggested by current suicide theory and which are currently missing in suicide prediction models.

Information extraction from clinical progress notes requires NLP as an integral part of the data processing pipeline. Natural language refers to language that is written and spoken, and NLP typically refers to the branch of computer science that aims for computers to understand natural language, as well as to the methods used to achieve that aim. Clinical progress notes are highly complex and include both structured (templated) and unstructured information that must be woven together to create a digital phenotyping algorithm. In recent years, efforts have been devoted to developing NLP methods to extract information from clinical notes, which have resulted in many publicly available NLP systems. However, subtle relationships between clinical concepts remain difficult to extract due to the complexity and heterogeneity of the language used and the lack of explicit semantic resources codifying those relationships. To extract this type of specialised information, a combination of domain knowledge and deeper semantic and syntactic analysis of clinical progress notes is required. Use of NLP requires that relevant terms and phrases from the progress notes be mapped to a common language, or ontology. An ontology is a description of concepts and their relationships pertaining to a certain domain, in this case the domain of suicide. Even the well-known and widely used medical ontology Systemized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED) does not capture the full complexity of clinical progress notes, and an ontology that captures information related to the concepts of psychological pain, hopelessness, connectedness and capacity for suicide does not exist. Without a domain-specific ontology that describes how language in clinical notes maps to these concepts, NLP cannot reliably classify the potentially potent signals of suicide risk suggested by suicide theory.

Given the aforementioned absence of critical drivers of suicidal behaviors from current VHA suicide risk prediction models and lack of a domain specific ontology, our mixed-method study has the following specific aims: (1) develop a suicide-specific ontology for machine recognition of the 3ST concepts hopelessness, connectedness, psychological pain and capacity for suicide in progress notes of clinical encounters with veterans who attempted or died by suicide, (2) extract information on the presence and intensity of hopelessness, connectedness, psychological pain and capacity for suicide in clinical progress notes and describe change in these concepts in temporal proximity of a suicide or suicide attempt, and (3) determine the predictive validity of hopelessness, connectedness, psychological pain and capacity for suicide regarding veteran suicide attempt and mortality. The NLP and information extraction tools that will be developed will have broad application to the millions of veterans who receive care through the VHA. These tools include ontology-driven representations for the 3ST concepts, which will be derived from expert-driven qualitative analysis and annotation. These representations can be used to translate clinical note content into numerical features that may be predictive of suicide mortality and will be readily available for existing tools to identify veterans at high risk of suicide, such as STORM (Stratification Tool for Opioid Risk Mitigation) and REACHVET (Recovery Engagement and Coordination for Health Veterans at High Risk of Suicide).
- Veterans Enhanced Treatment), which VHA suicide prevention coordinators use daily. Enhancing these risk prediction models with potentially potent predictors of suicidal behaviors is likely to improve their accuracy and would ensure that limited intervention resources can be focused on veterans with the highest risk before they attempt or die by suicide.

**METHODS AND ANALYSIS**

Our mixed-method study has an exploratory sequential design where a qualitative component (aim 1) will inform quantitative analyses (aims 2 and 3). EHR data from VHA’s Corporate Data Warehouse (CDW) will be used to address the aims. Our study will not require recruitment of veterans to collect data. Total duration of the study is 3.5 years (June 2021–December 2024).

**Aim 1**

The goal of aim 1 is to develop a domain-specific ontology for the 3ST concepts hopelessness, psychological pain, connectedness and capacity for suicide, using progress notes of clinical encounters with Veterans who attempted or died by suicide. The deliverables for this aim will be (1) terms-to-concept maps containing instances of the 3ST concepts, and (2) an associated schema that can be used to machine-annotate and label instances of 3ST concepts in progress notes. Machine annotation, also known as tagging, is the process of machine identifying all instances of the concepts (ie, the exact string of text, its location within the text, as well as its classification) in a corpus of text. Labelling is the process of machine interpreting the tagged strings of text as positive or negative for the presence of the concepts they represent.

**Aim 1 annotation overview and progress note selection**

A team of trained annotators, including a subject matter expert (first author EM), will manually annotate VHA clinical progress notes of veterans who attempted or died by suicide for instances of the target concepts. A ‘progress note’ is any text that clinicians enter into the EHR during or after their encounter with a veteran. There can be multiple notes per day, if the veteran sees more than one clinician during the same visit, and multiple notes per clinician encounter, for example, if a clinician enters an addendum after entering the initial note. VHA clinical progress notes are available electronically through the CDW. An instance of a 3ST concept can be a single word, abbreviation, or a phrase that is indicative of the concept represented. To ensure that justice-involved veterans are adequately represented, we will employ a similar blocking variable. To focus our annotation efforts on information-rich clinical notes, we will annotate progress notes entered for encounters in mental healthcare (including substance use treatment and homelessness), primary care, general (acute) medicine, and urgent and emergency care, as pilot research suggested that clinical progress notes generated in these settings are most likely to contain language related to suicidal thoughts and behaviors. We will focus on inpatient and outpatient progress notes during a 6-month period before and after the suicide attempt or death by suicide, and we will limit the corpus to notes entered after 2013, as the initial VA/DoD clinical practice guidelines for the assessment and management of suicidal patients was released in 2013 and may have affected how suicide assessments are recorded in VHA clinical progress notes.

**Aim 1 annotation process**

For manual annotation, we will use the extensible Human Oracle Suite of Tools (eHOST). eHOST is an open-source annotation tool that was developed in collaboration between the University of Utah and the VA Consortium for Healthcare Informatics Research.

The annotation team will work in an iterative fashion and continually discuss results and evaluate new annotations against a growing list of annotations that were made before. Annotators will initially annotate and discuss the same notes by way of training. When having demonstrated an acceptable level of understanding of the annotation process, each annotator will annotate different note sets. All annotations will be discussed by the annotation team. Results from our pilot research and our theoretical framework provide a rudimentary ontology that will serve as an initial annotation schema for the annotation of the target concepts. Figure 1 shows the initial schema for capacity for suicide, and similar schema will be developed for hopelessness, psychological pain and connectedness.
While the target concepts of 3ST are fixed and well defined, we anticipate that child concepts will emerge from the annotated text that provide more granularity for the target concept in question. For each child concept, we will define its relationship to the annotated text. For example, it can be derived from our theoretical framework that the target concept Capacity for Suicide has three child concepts: (1) Acquired Capacity, (2) Practical Capacity, and (3) Dispositional Capacity (see figure 1). Note text such as ‘Slit his wrists’ and ‘OD’d on lithium’ would apply to Acquired Capacity with a ‘has_attempted_suicide’ relationship, whereas text such as ‘Had a firearm with him’ and ‘Has access to weapons’ would apply to Practical Capacity with an ‘access_to_means’ relationship. Whenever it is not immediately clear which relationship or child concept should be used for annotation, the team will discuss until consensus is reached. The study team has two suicide experts who can guide this discussion (ELM and MAI). For each annotation, we will indicate whether it evidences the presence or absence of that concept. Each annotator’s annotations and relationships will be combined in terms-to-concept maps, one for each 3ST concept, which will be discussed in the project team. The target concepts, child concepts and their relationship to the annotated text constitute a practical ontology that will facilitate machine annotation for 3ST concepts.

Aim 1 embedding models
Using a large corpus of VA clinical progress notes, we will train a word embedding model that can be queried with each of the terms in the initial terms-to-concept maps to identify statistically similar terms that are not in those maps. These new candidate terms may include abbreviations, phrases and lexical variants, including misspellings of the initial terms. The new candidate terms that are closely related, as determined by subject matter experts, will be integrated into the final terms-to-concept maps. For example, our manual annotation process may identify ‘divorce’ as a term relevant to connectedness. The embedding model may indicate a strong correlation between ‘divorce’ and ‘divorce’ and between ‘divorce’ and ‘divorced’. Recognising ‘divorce’ as a potential misspelling of ‘divorce’ and ‘divorced’ as past tense of ‘divorce’, we can then add those terms to our terms-to-concept map for connectedness, so they will be appropriately identified when tagging clinical progress notes in aim 2. Similarly for the concept of psychological pain, the embedding model may indicate a strong correlation between the phrase ‘emotional pain’ and ‘psychological pain’. Knowing that emotional pain is often used as a synonym of psychological pain,32 we can then add emotional pain as a new term to the terms-to-concept map for psychological pain, so ‘emotional pain’ will be identified as an instance of psychological pain. Embedding models are essential for solving most modern NLP problems, and we have applied them in prior work to enhance terms-to-concept maps for other clinical areas.33–35 The process of creating embedding models, that is determining the misspellings and words or phrases that are statistically similar, is based on the proximity of words in clinical progress notes and is relatively straightforward.36 Because embedding models can contain less relevant terms, our subject matter experts will review the terms that are machine generated for relevance, before including them in our 3ST terms-to-concept maps. The updated terms-to-concept maps will then be translated into a machine-readable annotation schema that will allow NLP tools to tag and label all instances of the 3ST concepts.

The use of embedding models aims to enhance generalisability of the terms-to-concept maps to the larger corpus of VHA progress notes. To assess the distribution of terms and 3ST concepts in the corpus of VHA notes, we will determine term frequencies of machine-annotated concepts relative to the number of patients and progress notes for all 130 VA stations.

Figure 1 Initial annotation schema for Capacity for Suicide (based on our pilot research), showing annotations, relationships and child concepts.
Similarly, we will determine scores on a weekly basis, with zero (not shown) being the moment of the attempt. The numbers indicate months looking back in time, with example of the hopelessness score for one veteran during the month before their suicide or suicide attempt. This time frame.14 Like aim 1, our primary data source will be the electronic medical records of about 60,000 veterans.13,15 We will exclude veterans whose progress notes were used for aim 1, as this will provide a measure of the generalisability of the new ontology, independent from the notes that were used to develop that ontology. For descriptive and comparative analysis, we will also annotate 6 months of clinical notes for veterans without a history of suicide attempt. These veterans will be selected to match the veterans who died by suicide or attempted suicide, in terms of age, gender, race, VA facility and the 6-month time frame.

Using the machine-annotation schema developed for aim 1, we will tag and label the clinical progress notes for the target concepts with a text analysis tool called CLEVER (CL-inical EVE-nt R-eognizer).33 Although CLEVER has not been used to detect suicide-related concepts, its applicability to ontology-driven representations and associated expert-rule sets for clinical texts has been demonstrated in several studies.33-38 CLEVER was designed to be efficient and flexible for extension by computational scientists or subject matter experts with some coding expertise and a desire to build custom NLP extractors. For each tag, CLEVER will record the applicable semantic relationship, the child and target concept, the surrounding context or ‘snippet’ entailing the annotation, as well as relevant note metadata such as the clinical note type (eg, mental health note, suicide risk assessment note), entry time, provider type (eg, physician, nurse, social worker), and the patient’s ID. CLEVER will also label each tag, indicating whether it is positive or negative for the associated concept, taking into account other common semantic modifiers (eg, history, experiencer).

After all concept information is populated into CLEVER, we will translate each veteran’s labelled annotations into a numerical score for each target concept that will be used to test the hypotheses of aim 2. Exploring how to determine concept scores so that they best represent the data over time is part of the proposed study. The scores will be determined for different time windows (eg, week-by-week, month-by-month, going back 6 months prior to the veteran’s suicide attempt or death). In determining scores for sequential windows of varying size, we allow for the fact that suicide risk is not necessarily a linear phenomenon. Suicide risk is a dynamic property that may wax and wane depending on internal and external factors.40,41 The volume of annotations related to each concept depends on the window size; longer windows will capture more clinical encounters and hence more clinical notes and annotations. Therefore, we define concept scores as the number of concept-related annotations over the number of progress notes within a window. Figure 2 visualises this with an example of the score for one veteran’s hopelessness during the first month prior to their suicide attempt or death.

Should a window not contain any progress notes, we will carry forward the score determined one window before the current window (ie, going back in time). As 3ST concepts contain child concepts and relationships (see figure 1), we will also explore scores at the child-concept level, defined as the number of child-concept-related annotations over the number of progress notes within a window, and at the relationship level, defined as the number of relationship-related annotations over the number of progress notes within a window. Determining the relationships between annotations and child concepts is done as part of aim 1, and it is unknown beforehand how many will be identified. However, based on our expertise with NLP of clinical notes, we expect the number of relationships and child concepts per 3ST concept to be quite manageable (<< 100). The reason to evaluate multiple approaches to quantify 3ST concepts is that an approach that works for one 3ST concept may not be the best option for another.
Aim 2 hypotheses and analysis
Hierarchical (mixed effects) linear modelling will be used to analyse our repeated measures data across the 6 months leading up to the suicide attempts and deaths. We will address the following hypotheses related to our theoretical framework:

- **H2a**: Hopelessness will increase during the 6 months prior to a suicide attempt or death.
- **H2b**: Psychological pain will increase during the 6 months prior to a suicide attempt or death.
- **H2c**: Connectedness will decrease during the 6 months prior to a suicide attempt or death.
- **H2d**: Capacity for suicide will increase during 6 months prior to a suicide attempt or death.

To test these hypotheses, the fixed-effect part of the models will have the following basic form:

\[ Y_{ij} = \text{intercept}_i + \beta_i \times \text{time}_{ij} \]

To which random effects will be added for VHA facility and Veterans within those facilities. \( Y_{ij} \) represents the outcome (e.g., score on hopelessness shown in figure 2) for veteran i, at time j before the suicide or suicide attempt. The time parameter \( \beta \) will be tested for the aim 2 hypotheses. We will test time expressed in weeks and, separately, months. In secondary analyses, we will examine if these relationships differ for veterans without a history of suicide attempt by testing the interaction between time and history of suicide attempt (yes/no).

In descriptive analysis of the target concepts (means, volume of annotations, total number of encounters, etc.), we will compare Veteran groups that are of particular interest to VA. Specifically, we will compare data by race, gender, age category, justice-involvement (yes/no), access to means (yes/no) and history of suicide attempt (yes/no).

Aim 3
Traditional approaches to developing suicide prediction models rely in large part on known risk and protective factors. Suicide prediction models currently used in VHA clinical practice, STORM and REACHVET described elsewhere, extract these factors from structured data in the EHR and do not capture the key drivers of suicidal behaviour known from 3ST. We expect that enhancing these suicide prediction models with our longitudinal representations of the 3ST concepts will improve the models’ accuracy and will better distinguish who will and who will not act on their suicidal thoughts and potentially die by suicide. The goal of aim 3 is to determine the predictive validity of the 3ST concepts regarding veteran suicide and suicide attempts.

Aim 3 methods
The primary outcomes of the models used for this aim are suicide attempt and death by suicide, as determined by the same data sources described for aim 1. For the analysis, we will predict suicide attempts and deaths during the most recent year for which cause-of-death data are available (currently, 2019). Suicide attempts will be assessed for medical seriousness of the attempt, as promising evidence exists that medically serious suicide attempts may be more predictive of future death by suicide than medically non-serious attempts. Briefly, medically serious suicide attempts are defined as suicide attempts that require hospitalisation for more than 24 hours in combination with one of the following criteria: (1) a highly lethal method was used, like hanging or gunshot, or (2) treatment in specialised unit, like an intensive care unit or burns unit, was required, or (3) surgery under general anaesthesia was required. In contrast to aims 1 and 2, aim 3 will draw from the entire population of VHA patients alive at the beginning of 2019 (>5 million veterans), including patients without a history of suicide ideation and patients with a history of suicide ideation but who never attempted suicide.

Using the information extraction system developed through aim 1, we will machine-annotate clinical progress notes for the 3ST concepts of all veterans who received care through VHA in 2018. These annotations will then be translated for each veteran and multiple time windows into a numeric score per concept, as described for aim 2. From these scores, we will derive model features and assess their value in the prediction of suicide attempt and mortality. At the most basic level, the score for each 3ST concept in each time window will serve as a feature, but we will also test more complex features based on interactions between concepts (e.g., the product of two or more features) and between features from different time windows; a process known as feature engineering. These features will be added to STORM and REACHVET’s existing set of predictors, to evaluate whether their accuracy can be improved. This will enable us to evaluate our methods in a general veteran population (REACHVET) and in a high-risk Veteran population (STORM: veterans with active opioid prescriptions). It also enables us to evaluate different outcomes and prediction horizons, as REACHVET predicts the risk of death by suicide within 30 days and STORM predicts the risk of suicide attempt or death by suicide within 1 year.

For each risk prediction model, we will create two feature sets that can be explored in predictive analytics. Feature set 1 will contain the predictors that are currently used in STORM, or REACHVET, and will function as our baseline. Feature set 2 will contain the features derived from the 3ST concepts as well as the features from feature set 1. For each set of features, we will construct machine learning models for the respective outcome of STORM and REACHVET, using penalised regression with L1/L2 (elastic net) regularisation, support vector machines and learning models for the respective outcome of STORM and REACHVET, using penalised regression with L1/L2 (elastic net) regularisation, support vector machines and random forests. A recent systematic review supports the use of various machine learning models to further suicide risk prediction.

Aim 3 hypotheses and analysis
We will use 60% of the sample for model training, 20% of the sample for model selection/tuning, and the final 20%
of the data for model evaluation. To increase the number of training events for REACHVET, we will train the models on death by suicide or medically serious suicide attempt, instead of death by suicide alone. Standard classification performance measures will be used to compare the alternative models (eg, precision, recall (sensitivity), specificity, area under the curve). We will address the following hypotheses:

**H3a.** Models that contain STORM feature set 2 will have better classification accuracy of suicide attempt or death by suicide than models that contain STORM feature set 1.

**H3b.** Models that contain REACHVET feature set 2 will have better classification accuracy of death by suicide than models that contain REACHVET feature set 1.

In a secondary regression analysis, we will address the following hypothesis underlying 3ST by testing the three-way interaction between connectedness, psychological pain and capacity for suicide:

**H3c.** Capacity for suicide will moderate the likelihood of death by suicide, such that among Veterans with high psychological pain and a low level of connectedness, those with low capacity for suicide are less likely to die by suicide.

As a secondary analysis, we will assess algorithmic bias of the suicide prediction models with feature set 2 for age, race or gender. Note that variables for age, race, and gender are already included in feature set 2, and that support vector machines, and random forests will automatically identify and include interactions for these subgroups if they are significant.

For models based on penalised regression, we will manually add interaction terms with age, race and gender to assess dependency on these variables. If evidence of interaction is found, we will develop separate models for these groups and assess their performance compared with the combined models, as we seek to develop software tools that generalise to the entire population of veterans who receive care through VHA.

**Patient and public involvement**

To gain important insights from veterans who have received healthcare through VHA, we presented the study proposal at the Palo Alto Veteran and Family Research Council. Their feedback has been incorporated in this protocol. In particular the selection process to ensure that gender and racial minorities, as well as high-risk groups such as justice-involved veterans, will be adequately represented in our sample of clinical progress notes for aim 1. Also, a veteran representative has agreed to participate in the project advisory group to provide guidance on the patient experience and perspective when analysing and interpreting the data.

**ETHICS AND DISSEMINATION**

Ethics approval for this study was granted by the Stanford University Institutional Review Board (IRB protocol #58991) and the Research and Development Committee of the VA Palo Alto Health Care System (RDIS No. HAX0046), who provided a waiver of consent.

Results of the study will be disseminated through several outlets, including peer-reviewed publications, presentation at national conferences (eg, American Association of Suicidology Annual Conference, VA/DoD Suicide Prevention Conference), and as a cyber seminar in the suicide prevention series of VA Health Services Research & Development. We will be in regular contact with our colleagues at the VA Office of Mental Health and Suicide Prevention to discuss progress and facilitate implementation of our results in the operational versions of STORM and REACHVET.

Data scientists and machine learning experts have applied computing power to large unstructured text corpora, often without regard for suicide theory, in hopes of advancing the ability to predict suicide. Thus far, these approaches have not led to accurate prediction models of suicidal behaviours. The key methodological innovation of our study is to pair a state-of-the-art theoretical framework (3ST) that predicts who is most likely to act on their suicidal thoughts with state-of-the-art methods to extract information from unstructured clinical progress notes. As 3ST concepts are not currently represented in structured VHA patient data, we will develop novel NLP and information extraction tools and apply them to clinical progress notes, the potential of which has not been explored to improve suicide prediction models. While our study uses VHA data, the ontology for 3ST concepts that will be developed may generalise to populations other than veterans (eg, active-duty military) and will be made available to other healthcare systems.
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